
 

 

Christmas Card with DSP Strips 
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 To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or just go to  

my store and order. 
 

Supplies:  
 Stamps: Snowman Season #158341 
 Ink: Real Red #147084 
 Paper: Real Red #102482, Basic White #159276, Evening Evergreen #1555574 
 Designer Paper: Tidings of Christmas #155718  
 Tools & Accessories: Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine #149653, Stitched Rectangles 

dies #151820, Paper Trimmer #152392, Stampin’ Seal + #149699, Mini Stampin’ 
Dimensionals #144108, Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels #146924, Real Red Sheer 
Ribbon #153535, Evergreen Forest embossing folder #153576 
  

Measurements:   
 Card Base: Real Red 11 x 4 ¼ scored at 5 ½, 4 x 2 scrap to cut rectangle die 
 Cardstock #2: Basic White 3 ½ x 2 scrap to cut rectangle die, 5 ¼ x 4 for inside  
 Cardstock #3: Evening Evergreen 5 x 3 ¾ for front layer 
 Designer Series Paper: 3 pieces of 3 ⅜ x 1 ⅜ of your choice of patterns 

   
Instructions: 

 Run the Evening Evergreen cardstock through the Evergreen Forest embossing folder 
making sure the treetops are at the top of the cardstock. Attach the DSP Strips to the 
front of the Evening Evergreen layer. Attach the left one first and the right one second 
and then center the middle piece so all spaces are even. Make sure to watch for the 
direction of the pattern on the designer series paper.  

 Attach a little over 6 inches of ribbon to the lower ½ of the evening evergreen and 
adhere to the back of the layer.  



 

 

 Fold the Real Red card base in half and attach the Evening Evergreen layer to the front 
of the card.  

 Stamp the sentiment in Real Red ink on the center of the Basic White scrap and cut out 
with the rectangle die. Die cut the Real Red rectangle and attach to the back of the 
white rectangle sentiment using Stampin’ Seal +. Attach this whole layer to the DSP 
using mini dimensionals on the top and bottom of the back of the real red rectangle in 
order to stick the Real Red to the DSP instead of the ribbon.  

 Cut 4 inches of ribbon and tie a small knot around the ribbon on the right side of the 
sentiment. Trim off the edges of the ribbon to leave tails.  

 Adhere 3 -5 red rhinestones to the front of the card wherever you’d like.  
 Attach the 5 ¼ x 4 Basic White to the inside of the card and the card is complete.  

  


